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figure 2. overview of the regulation of inflammatory
arachidonic acid (aa) derivatives after leishmania major or
leishmania amazonensis infections. cutaneous leishmaniasis
causative parasites (l. major and l. amazonensis) induce the
production of aa derivatives with opposite roles, depending
on the leishmania species. in l. major infection models (upper
panel) the parasite induces the production of pge2 and ltb4.
also, the expression of the ep1 and ep3 receptor is
increased. the activation of these receptors by pge2 leads to
parasite survival. pge2 also increases the release of il-10 by
the b1 cells, reducing the phagocytic activity of
macrophages. on the other hand, l. amazonensis (lower
panel) phagocytosis and killing by macrophages is increased
by ltb4 and pge2, and this effect is mediated by the no
increase. also, l. amazonensis increase the degranulation of
neutrophils, increasing the anti parasitic activity of the
immune system. parallel evaluation mode in maya is enabled
by default. you can set the number of worker threads by
going to preferences>general>parallel execution > select
the number of threads you want to use. for example, if you
want to use 16 threads, you would set this value to 16.
adding and editing curves is one of the most common things
that users do in maya. an animation curve is a vertex and an
attribute connected to a specific vertex. the curve is usually
used to control a value of an attribute at a given time. when
an animation curve is used as a key, the curve is called a key
animation curve.
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if you are using the new maya 2.6 plugin for the maya 2018
api, you need to reset the plugin to get started again. the

plugin must be uninstalled completely (using the “uninstall”
button on the menu bar, not “remove”) before installing a

new copy of the plugin. using the “reset” button does not do
this. maya will prompt you to uninstall the plugin after the
installation is complete. if you are using the new maya 2.6

plugin for the maya 2018 api, you need to reset the plugin to
get started again. the plugin must be uninstalled completely
(using the “uninstall” button on the menu bar, not “remove”)
before installing a new copy of the plugin. using the “reset”
button does not do this. maya will prompt you to uninstall
the plugin after the installation is complete. there are new

layers in the maya scene browser. newly-created layers can
be added to the scene. old layers that are not deleted can be
selected in the scene browser. you can delete selected layers
from the scene. when testing a deform or analysis tool that
involves a large number of simultaneous analysis steps, it is
important to allow the tool to use multiple threads. when you
click the 3d view button in the viewport toolbar, a dialog box
will appear that allows you to specify which thread you want
to use. if you are using a single core on your machine, you
can enter the number of threads available. for instance, if

your machine has 4 cores, you can enter 4 to allow the tool
to use all 4 threads. you can also enter the number of cores
your machine has when it is running maya and allow the tool

to use those available cores. 5ec8ef588b
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